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Mission

Our mission is to support community-identified
educational improvements for youth, especially
girls, in the Mara region as a way to escape
poverty.

Vision

Communities and families in the Mara region
support education as a way to overcome poverty
and improve quality of life.

Purpose

The purpose of Tanzania Development Support is to
raise awareness of the need for improved primary and
secondary education in the Mara region of Tanzania.
Better education will improve the quality of life of
youth, especially girls, in that region. The ultimate
goal of the raised awareness is to generate financial
support for educational projects.

Our Guiding Principles

WE BELIEVE...
Education is the key to fighting poverty
There is no better investment than in a girl's education, because educated
girls make their communities stronger, families healthier, and economies
more vibrant
Education transcends the classroom and involves the whole community
Our local partners are the experts in identifying and prioritizing the needs
of their communities

SO WE...
Invest in educational infrastructure that can be used by the whole
community
Support gender specific initiatives that work towards equitable access to
education and economic development
Support projects and programs that take an integrated approach to
development
Partner with indigenous organizations to implement projects and
programs

Why We Work in the Mara Region

Tanzania

The Mara region is one of Tanzania's 31
administrative districts and home to about 1.75
million people. The eastern half of the region
falls within the Serengeti National Park, which
is home to the Great Migration. To the west is
Lake Victoria, the second largest fresh water
lake in the world by surface area.
Despite the beauty of both geographic features,
both act as natural barriers that leave the
region relatively isolated. As a result, an
estimated 55% of families in region are living in
extreme poverty. A majority of families rely on
sustenance farming, but the region has
increasingly become more arid due to climate
change.

With its proximity to the Serengeti and Lake Victoria, the Mara region is at the forefront of the conflict
between fighting poverty and protecting important ecosystems. When most people think of the Mara
region, images of lions lounging in acacia tress and heards of zebra and wildebeest come to mind.
While it is important to conserve these iconic environments, it comes at a cost to those that live on the
fringe.
Along with our local partners, we believe that education is a key to fighting poverty. Unfortunately,
education in the Mara region has significant challenges. An overall lack of resources, infrastructure,
and qualified teachers leave the Mara region lagging behind. Here are some facts that paint a picture
about why the Mara region needs external support:

Only 5% of girls
will go on to
higher edcuation

55% of girls will be
married before 18
and 5% by 14

61%

9:1

The adult female
literacy rate is
only 61%

There is 1 textbook
for 9 students
on average

Our connection to the Mara region started through friendship, like many great things in this world.
After traveling to visit an old college friend from the Mara region, TDS Founders Kurt and Jeanine
Thurmaier were compelled to recruit their friends and family to form a nonprofit organization that
could help bring resources to a corner of the world that needs support. Since 2008, dozens of
volunteers have traveled to the Mara region to support various projects and our community of friends
has continued to grow.

HISTORY
Tanzania Development Support (TDS) was
established in 2008 in order to raise money
to construct a modern girls' dormitory at a
boarding school in the Village of Nyegina,
Tanzania. As construction of the dorm was
nearing completion in 2012, TDS committed
to funding the construction of a library and
community resource center that would serve
as a regional center for learning. The
facility would be a place for students and
teachers to access traditional educational
resources like books, and leverage
technology to bring new materials and
content through a digital platform.
As construction of the library was nearing
completion in 2015, TDS made a decision to
pivot from "bricks to books". In other words,
TDS would shift from funding construction
projects and begin to invest into projects
and programs that increased access to
educational resources and keep girls in
school.

Over the last five years, TDS has created
new partnerships that have resulted in the
library being filled with thousands of books
and a shift towards technology being a tool
for distributing educational materials more
effectively and affordably. Additionally, we
have launched extracurricular clubs at
seven schools that promote career
exploration and important life skills; a
women-owned business that manufactures
water filters; and a scholarship fund that
sponsors academically gifted girls to attend
Nyegina Secondary school.
Currently, TDS is working with community
leaders in the Mara region to build a selfsustaining revenue source for the library
through a five-year membership
recruitment. Through this effort, we continue
to seek out new partners, volunteers, and
supporters that share our belief that
education is a key to fighting poverty in a
sustainable and equitable way.
Karibu sana!

Past Projects

Girls' Dormitory

Completed in 2012, the girls' dormitory at Nyegina
Secondary can house up to 160 girls per year. The
facility also has private showers and flush toilets that
were previously unavailable at the school. Research
has shown that girls in Africa that attend boarding
schools are more likely to complete their secondary
education. Providing girls with a comfortable and
safe environment in school is critical to our efforts to
help girls earn their secondary school (high school)
diploma
The dorm also qualifies Nyegina Secondary School to
provide A-Level (two year college prep) certificates for
students that wish to continue their education at a
university level.

Safe Water Mugango

One of the leading causes of students missing school
in the Mara region is waterborne illness. The semi-arid
environment means that most families are without
access to a reliable source of clean drinking water for
much of the year. Nearly all families rely on firewood
for cooking and boiling their water, which has resulted
in widespread deforestation and soil degradation.
In 2015, we invested in a women's-owned business
that manufactures low-cost ceramic water filters and
high-efficiency stoves. With guidance from a
Tanzanian NGO that specializes in manufacturing the
filter, and volunteer students from NIU's College of
Business, the women's business is now up and
running. Not only are the women helping to improve
access to clean water and reducing deforestation, they
are also able to afford to send their own children to
school with profits from their business.
Although we no longer directly support the business financially, we do support donors purchasing filters that
are then donated to public primary and secondary schools in the Mara region.

Current Projects

Library and Community Resource Center

The Madaraka Nyerere Library and Community Resource Center (LCRC) was constructed at the direction of
community leaders who envisioned a facility that would transform the lives of generations by providing
access to high-quality education. Completed in 2016, the facility includes a library, community seminar room,
teacher resource center, space for pre-primary programming, and a planned computer lab.
In recent years, TDS partnered with a Tanzanian NGO that specializes in literacy programming to carefully
curate a list of books that would be relevant to all ages and educational backgrounds. In 2019, several
thousand books were purchased, including more than 3,500 books written by African authors and published
in the national language of Swahili. TDS also invested in the necessary infrastructure to bring a dedicated
internet connection to the facility, connecting it to an abundant source of free educational materials and
creating an opportunity for long-distance digital collaboration.
In 2020, we begin the next phase of the project that is focused on sustainability and maximizing the impact of
the project. TDS has committed to funding operational expenses of the library for five-years as staff and
community leaders build a self-sustaining revenue stream through membership recruitment and facility
rentals. Our goal is that the facility will not rely on any external funding for staff salaries, utilities, or
maintenance at the end of the 2024.
Moving forward, the LCRC will also serve as a hub for future projects and programs that benefit the schools
and villages throughout the Mara region (see Mobile Lab and Project MILE for more details).

4H Career Pathways

The 4H Career Pathways project is a partnership
between TDS, Education Systems Center at Northern
Illinois University, and local education officers in the
Mara region. Using the 4H Tanzania framework as a
chassis, the project engages students through
extracurricular clubs at seven schools (four primary
and three secondary schools). Lessons are designed
to provide students with hands-on experience that
builds on theories taught in the classroom. An
emphasis is also placed on building important life
skills such as self-awareness, financial literacy,
personal health, and environmental stewardship.
In addition to developing important skills, students also begin career exploration and develop a self-selected
plan for achieving their educational and professional ambitions. Students in secondary school clubs are also
given an opportunity to join sub-groups that work on projects that build knowledge and experience related to
their interests. Examples of these projects include a screen-printing business where students make and sell tshirts they design and print, a tree planting effort that resulted in 2,000 trees being planted in 2019, and
"enterprise gardens" that yield vegetables to be sold to schools for their lunch programs.
The clubs have continued to grow with more than 370 student club members in 2019. Teachers and students
have both reported that the practical lessons have helped reinforce knowledge that is being shared in the
classroom. One headmaster at a participating secondary school has also reported that they have seen a
decline in girls becoming pregnant, thanks to the lessons on personal health and hygiene.
We would like to expand the program into more schools in 2021, which will require us to fund a full-time
project coordinator who can oversee training new teachers and implement a robust evaluation process.

Willmann Scholarship Fund

Launched in 2019, the Willmann Scholarship Fund was established in honor of long-time TDS supporters,
Rose and Karl Willmann. The program provides full scholarships to girls in the Mara region to attend Nyegina
Secondary School. Girls that are selected for the scholarships have scored in the highest division on the
primary school national exams and demonstrate that they are motivated to succeed in school. Girls must also
come from households that cannot afford boarding school fees.
Research has shown that girls living in rural Africa are more likely to complete their secondary school
education if they attend a boarding school. Nyegina Secondary School has a reputation for academic
excellence and has facilities (science labs and library) not available at local public secondary schools. The
scholarship provides these gifted girls with an environment in which they can thrive and achieve their highest
potential, compared to public schools that lack adequate resources.
For each year of secondary school that a girl completes, her annual income can increase by up to 25%. If we
are able to support a gifted girl that may have dropped out in her first year, and she completes secondary
school, the long-term return on investment for a scholarship is truly remarkable. Not only will she earn more,
she will delay having children, have a healthier family, and is more likely to be a leader and advocate for her
community.
Scholarships are predominately funded through one-to-one sponsorships where donors are matched with a
girl and pay for her school fees ($800/year) for the four years she attends Nyegina Secondary. We request
that donors commit to four years of funding in order to prevent a girl from being forced to drop out of school
due to a lack of funding. There are currently 18 girls in two cohorts receiving scholarships. Ultimately, it is our
goal to have at least 40 girls (10 in each grade) continuously receiving scholarships by 2022.

Future Projects
Mobile Lab

In addition to the LCRC being a facility where
students, teachers, and families can access
books and computers, we see it as a hub for
innovative outreach programs that bring those
same resources directly to villages and schools.
We have installed free open-source software
programs that are designed to bring digital
resources to remote areas that do not have
access to electricity or the internet.
The next phase includes the creation of a mobile
education lab that travels to different schools
and villages on a rotation. The mobile lab
includes a small portable server and 10-15
tablets or laptops that can travel by motorcycle.
Each night, the Mobile Lab will return to the
LCRC so devices can be charged and the server
can be updated with new content.
This proposed pilot program is designed to be a
scalable solution that takes advantage of the
decreasing costs of technology to distribute
educational materials more economically than
traditional print mediums. The Mobile Lab would
also expose students in public schools that lack
power to technology, building skills that are
becoming more important in the 21st Century
economy.

Mobile Lab Inputs

Portable Server (Rasperry Pi 4 or laptop)
WiFi Router
Chromebooks (preferred) or Tablets
Motorcycle
Laptop Transport Hard Case
Mobile Lab Coordinator

Mara Innovation Lab for Education

PROJECT MILE
In 2015, the national government of Tanzania implemented a universal education policy that
removed the fees for students to attend both primary and secondary schools. Although the policy
was approved with an intent to improve the probability of students completing secondary school,
there is a severe shortage of resources, infrastructure, and teachers. With a total population of
57.3 milllion people, and more than 50% of the population under the age of 18, the strain on the
educational system is significant.
According to a 2018 UNICEF report on educational funding in Tanzania, the Mara region has the
greatest shortage of qualified teachers in the entire country. In some public schools, there are
more than 60 students to each teacher. A major contributing factor to the shortage is a lack of
opportunities for existing teachers to pursue professional development and in-service training.
Now that the LCRC has been connected to the internet, we envision it becoming a hub for
teacher development programs that benefit teachers throughout the entire region. By leveraging
technology, teachers and headmasters will be able to collaborate with other teachers and
administrators around the world to develop innovative programs that can be implemented in the
Mara region. Whether it is distance learning modules, video calls with professors, or using the
available technology to develop locally created educational content, there is no shortage of
possibilities.
Project MILE is still in a developmental stage and we are seeking teachers, IT professionals, and
other volunteers that can contribute time, talent, and money to creating a truly unique project
that will have a substantial impact on education in the Mara region for decades.

Teacher Training at Public School

Teacher Training at LCRC

